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Abstract

Ad hoc communication: Due to the mobility and
increased transparency of the devices, applications
mostly participate in ad hoc communication with
other devices to exchange information.

Ubiquitous computing represents the next wave of
distributed computing, which focus on integrating
computers with various wearable, mobile, and sensor
devices, thus making computing and communication
essentially transparent to the users. This type of
environments mainly consists of myriad of embedded
computing nodes interacting in transparent fashion to
provide different services to the users. In addition to
being resource-constrained, applications in these
environments are context-sensitive and often operate
in mobile ad hoc networks. Although different types
of context-sensitive applications with diverse focus
have been developed for ubiquitous computing
environments, no general methods are available for
developing application software for the above
environments. In this paper, the development of
context-sensitive distributed software for ubiquitous
computing environments is presented.

The properties related to context-sensitivity and ad
hoc communication are basic characteristics of
context-sensitive distributed software. These
properties require both effective system support and a
general development method. In [2,3], we addressed
the system aspect of these issues by presenting
Reconfigurable
Context-Sensitive
Middleware
(RCSM), which provides a Context-Aware Interface
Definition Language (CA-IDL) for defining contextaware object interfaces. In addition, RCSM includes
R-ORB, which is a software-hardware co-designed
context-sensitive Object Request Broker to provide
context-triggered object activation. From the
application development perspective, however, little
work has been done to address a software
development methodology for applications in
ubicomp environments. Majority of the existing
work, such as location-aware tour guides, smart
wearables, etc. [5-lo], are mostly focused on
developing individual ubicomp applications, rather
than providing a general development framework. In
this paper, we will present an approach to developing
context-sensitive distributed software for ubicomp
environments. This approach utilizes our ongoing
work on RCSM [2,3], which provides the underlying
system support.
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1. Introduction
The trend in distributed computing is moving toward
ubiquitous computing (ubicomp) environments [I],
where a vast number of embedded, wearable, and
handheld devices communicate transparently to
provide different services to the users. These devices
mostly use low power and short-range wireless
communication capabilities. By utilizing multiple onboard sensors and other information about the
surrounding environment, these devices often
establish context-triggered communication links [2].
As mentioned in [3, 41, applications that execute in
ubiquitous computing environments should have the
fol I owi ng properties:

2. Our Approach
Our approach assumes that the necessary objects and
classes are already identified from the requirements
using any of the existing methods on object-oriented
analysis and design. Based on the nature of the
context-awareness of the target application, our
approach associates the desired context-awareness
with the necessary objects. It also provides a scheme
to derive the initial context-sensitivity and to adapt
the degree of context-sensitivity of an application
during runtime. This approach can be summarized in
Figure 1 with the following steps:

.

Context sensitivity: Applications use various
data about the surrounding environment and the
device to adapt their behavior.
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In this section, we will discuss how to make the
objects of an application software context-aware:

1) Context-awareness is associated with individual
object methods. As such, application objects are
activated based on contexts, in addition to explicit
user invocation. This type of activation is referred to
as context-triggered object activation.
2) A context-rejlector (CR) for each context-aware
object is generated based on the procedure in Step 1).
A CR performs the necessary processing of
contextual data or1 behalf of the application object.
3) The initial context-sensitivity of each contextaware object is derived to specify the initial behavior
of the application:;.
4) The context-sensitivity is continuously refined
during runtime to address changing contextual
conditions during operations of the device. The new
context-sensitivity of an object is recomputed based
on runtime data. To support the context-triggered
communication of the objects with the remote

a) The desired context [2,3] of the application
software is determined from the system requirements.
Objects, which are only directly invoked by the
underlying
middleware
during
connection
establishment [ 3 ] , need to be associated with contextsensitivity.
b) For each method of a context-aware object from
Step a), the desirable context is then specified as a
context-tuple using the RCSMContext-var construct
of our Context-Aware Interface Definition Language
(CA-IDL) [3]. For complex specification involving
multiple contexts, the timed regular expressions [ 3 ]
are used.
c) The specified context is associated with a
particular method of an object using two simple rules
as specified in [ 3 ] . These rules are summarized here
for the sake of completeness:
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Figure 2: An architecture of context-aware distributed
application software using our approach.

Method
Invocation

Each method is annotated with either [incoming]
or [outgoing] tags. An [incoming] tag signifies that

Figure 1 : Our approach to development of
ubicomp applications software.

the corresponding method must receive an external
event or data to initiate its operation. An [outgoing]
tag signifies that the method can be activated without
any external event or data as long as the desired
context remains true in the surrounding environment.
9
Each method is also annotated with [activate-atcontext x ] tag, where x represents a context-tuple or
timed-regular expression, as described in [3].

devices, RCSM [2,3] is used. RCSM uses wireless
transport protocols, such as Bluetooth, IrDA, etc.
In the remainder (of the paper, we will elaborate each
of these steps in Sections 3-6, and provide an
illustrative example.

Figure 2 shows the structure of a context-aware
application based on our approach. In this figure,
Objects C1, C2, and C3 are context-aware according

3. Associating Context-Sensitivity with an
Object
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The derivation of initial context-sensitivity is divided
into two major steps. First, we quantifiably define the
notion of context-sensitivity. Second, we compute the
initial context-sensitivity of an object using this
definition.

to Step a) described previously. C1 and C2 are
included in a single application while C3 is part of
another application. All of these applications are
supported by a context-sensitive middleware, such as
RCSM [2,3]. A context reflector invokes each object
during a connection establishment process. Each
context reflector uses the context-data from the
device to determine the suitability of object
activation, which depend on both context-match and
identity-match [2,3] events from RCSM.

Context-Sensitivity: Context-sensitivity represents
both how fast a context-aware object reacts to its
surrounding contexts and how it behaves in response
to the variation in the context data. We established
this concept in [3]. For the purpose of clarity, we
refer to the j f h method of object q as 6",.

4. Context-Reflector Generation
Context reflectors (CR) are object adapters that
connect context-aware objects, as identified using the
procedure in Section 3, with the underlying RCSM.
Traditional object adapters used in existing
middleware specifications, such as CORBA, invoke
objects based on explicit requests from the clients.
These object adapters are not capable of detecting the
appropriate contexts based on the context
specification of the object methods. CRs are thus
necessary to address this issue. The following steps
are used to generate a CR:

Furthermore, we define @as the set containing all
the methods 6 4,.
First, we define the context-sensitivity of a contextreflector as follows:

cs,<; = csr,

,,,I
(1)
hrD:r
where CS",,. represents context-sensitivity of the
context-reflector CR of object q; CS,.,,, is the context9

sensitivity of the underlying RCSM; y:, is the period
of context-detection process; D,," is the time taken by
CR to perform context-detection process. In case the
period of detection process reaches K , CPCRbecomes
0. In (l), D,", 2 1 andy:: 2 1 . Now, using (1) we

1) For each specified context in the object method,
a timed finite state machine (timed-FSM) is
generated. A timed-FSM is a deterministic FSM with
a timer-state, which accepts timer-init and tinieout
events. Timer-FSM has two final states - matched
and not matched.
2) To observe any temporal pattern in contexts, a
timed regular expression is used to construct a timedFSM for the following operators: +, ", *, and -> [3].
The generated timed-FSM is used to detect if a
desirable context is true at any instant of time. The
use of timed-FSM inside the CR is referred to as
context-detection process.
3) The frequency of context-detection process is set
according to the intended frequency of the
corresponding CR.

define the context-sensitivity of a method
follows:

d4, as

where CSq,is the context-sensitivity of 6 4,; D,is the
delay between a context-match event and the
invocation of 6",; is the time taken by
to
complete its operation; N , is the number of unique
contexts associated with 6 ",; C, r- C,' is the range of
irhcontext in which 6 4 ' s behavior remains the same;
CIk+'- C,k is one unit of context value for the i"'
context. In (2), D, 2 1and T, L 1 .

s4,

The remaining portion of our CR generation process
involves associating a CR object with an ADC
component [31.

5. Deriving Initial Context-Sensitivity
Initially, as the application software is being
developed and deployed, no contextual data exists to
facilitate the runtime operation of the application
software. As such, it is necessary to initially assign
context-sensitivity to the objects. The initial contextsensitivity, however, can be adapted at runtime in
response to the changing environments. We will
describe the adaptation process in the next section.

Now, we can compute the context-sensitivity of the
entire object CSY as follows:

where Nq is the total number of context-aware
methods in q (i.e. N = A ).
q
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According to (l), (2), and (3), context-sensitivity of
an object q depends on the following factors:

context matches the context of method
satisfies
the

.

tlk: 1 < k < N r nI dl E

The context-sensitivity of all the methods in q.
The delay between a method invocation and its
corresponding con text-match event.
The time taken by a method to complete its task.
1
The period of the context-detection process.
1
The variation of the context-data in which a
method can be invoked.
The context-slznsitivity of the underlying RCSM.
1

k

where wk corresponds to the weight of S ' k from (4).
Here, k is constrained by the condition:
' d k : l l k l N , I W k 2 W j ~ #6,"
6~ .

:

In (4), the weight is decreased if the probability of
invocation of higher priority methods is non-zero.
This information is used in (6) to compute the delay
of individual methods in q. Combining the contextsensitivity of a context-reflector and the RCSM with
an object q decreases q's sensitivity. This is true in
reality, since the overhead of additional layers
between the application software and the sources of
the contexts (e.g. sensors) in fact increases the time
taken to react to a context-match event.

For each method j in q ,
Let

s,"

={

2 Ck > C , } ;

~ 6I C
: , > c,,1;

6. Runtime Change in Context-Sensitivity
Changing the context-sensitivity of an object during
runtime is necessary to adapt the device in different
environmental conditions. For example, by reducing
the context-sensitivity of an object, a device can
conserve resources in case of limited battery power,
or increasing the context-sensitivity of a personal
communication object may lead to fast response time
in appropriate locations, such as a public meeting
place. While it is possible to explicitly change the
sensitivity by the user, in this section we focus on the
automated adaptation in context-sensitivity by
utilizing the tradeoff between the cost of delaying the
invocation of a method and the cost of ignoring a
context-match event completely.

1.c,=c,.
2. Choose a 6: :4 S, I V 6," ; 6," # 6; A C, > C,,
3.ifP(V,J??,j=O

c; = C,".
V m : m e s;,c,, =c,,+ I .
4 3 , =s,-(S;).

5. Go to Step 2 if S,

#

6 4 iNq
; is

E) Derive Di as follows:

A) Assume that each methodj is assigned a priority
value with respecl to other methods in object q. Let
this priority be C,. Let C,,, be the highest priority.
B) Upgrade the priority of j if the probability of
sinzultarieous context-match events for both 6 q, and
a higher priority method 6 ' k is 0:

Let S , = {V'S," IC,

>o.

where Ti is the time required to complete
already defined in (3).

values of D/ and y:rare available. We ignore the
derivation of CS,,
in this paper. Assuming a
specific value of CS,
we use the following

yr:

condition:

D) Derive y:r simply as follows:

Initial Context-Sensitivity: The context-sensitivity
of a method 6 qJ {:an be deduced statically if proper

technique to determine the values of D, and

d A ( c j x k ) AP(qlvj)

Sqj Here, k

{4}.

6 . C , = C,. Stop.
C) Calculate the relative weight o f j W,:

The principal idea is to change the period (i.e. yr: )
of context detection process. The following procedure
is used for changing y:r,
the context-sensitivity:
where

P(qk I 77, )is the probability of the occurrence

of context-match events for

6'k

when the current
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which essentially affects

.
.

Let L, be the number of context-match events in
the current cycle and Lp be the number of contextmatch events occurred in the previous cycle.
If L, < L,,, fewer methods need to be invoked. In
this case, the context-reflector reduces the contextsensitivity by increasing
q’

Ycr

.

f r

to

R4: Communication among the sensors occur based
on the following conditions:
Devices A’s exchange data with Devices B’s
whenever Devices B’s are within the range. Due to
the mobility of Devices A’s, it is possible that
multiple Devices B’s can provide the same data to a
single Device A. The scenario is shown in Figure 3.

f; :

- Y2r Ln
--

(7)
Device A includes highway-status reporting software
(implemented as Object A), which periodically
displays different information about the current
highway. Examples of data include traffic jam,
alternative routes, accident information, etc. The
object needs to be activated when the automobile is
on a highway and a Device B is in 15 feet range. This
information can be represented as a context using the
location of the actual highway. Assume that each
transfer of highway data from a Device B to a Device
A requires 1.2 seconds.

LP

If Ln > L,,, more methods need to be invoked than
previously. A decision needs to be made between the
costs of not invoking some of the methods as oppose
to delaying some of them. Let these costs be C,,, and
C,, respectively. Then, the context-sensitivity is
changed by changing y;,. as follows:

= ycl: otherwise

Devices B’s are installed in every 0.2 miles on both
sides of the highway. These devices (implemented as
Object B) communicate with the backend servers to
gather real-time traffic data and broadcast them when
Devices A’s are in range.

7. An Illustrative Example
In this example, we illustrate the method presented in
this paper by showing how a location-aware ubicomp
application software can be developed for different
devices. The requirements are as follows:

Step 1) Associating Context-Sensitivity with Objects A and B: Objects A and B are the only objects
used in Device A and Device B respectively. Their
interfaces are defined in Context-Aware Interface
Definition Language (CA-IDL) [3], which is a
superset of CORBA 2.4.2 Interface Definition
Language specification. CA-IDL uses additional
language constructs to associate a method of an
object with a particular context-tuple.

R1: The entire system is a network of public
information services. Users are equipped with
different devices to access different information. Two
different types of devices A and B are used.

Highway

Automobile 1
[Device A]

____,

Interface of Obiect A-Highway-Status-Receiver
//Name: Highway-Status Download Object
//ID: 001
//Define a context variable
RCSMContext-var Devicecontext
C-A1 where
Location == “Highway 10l”and
DistanceAdjacentDevice <= 20.
//Method 1 : activate when Device B is in range
[incoming] [activate at C-A11
download-da.ta( [in] string data)

Automobile 2
!Device A]

Figure 3: Devices A and B in a highway in the example.
Interface
of
Obiect
B-Highway-StatusDistributor
//Name: Highway-Status Distributor Object
//ID: 002
//Define a context variable
RCSMContext-var Devicecontext
C-B1 where

R2: Type A devices are installed in automobiles.
They access highway status data at different locations
while the automobiles are moving.
R3: Type B devices are installed along the highways
(every 0.2 mile) to broadcast the highway status data.
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Currently, our research in this area is focused on
refining the CA-IDL (part of our RCSM research) to
allow definitions of the interfaces of situation-aware
applications. In addition, we are also improving the
technique to change the context-sensitivity during
runtime by incorporating how fast the surrounding
context changes over a period of time. In this regard,
we are in the process of quantifying the dependency
between context-sensitivity and the rate of context
change. Future research will include evaluation and
experimentation of the techniques using our RCSM
prototype and middleware support for dynamically
managing context-sensitivity.

DistanceAdjacentDevice <= 20.
//Method 1: ,activatewhen Device A is in range
[outgoing] [activate at C-B11
distribute-data ( [out]stringdata)
Method1 in Device B only requires another device
within 15 feet range to be activated. The actual type
of highway is irrelevant here since its location is
fixed along the highway as shown in Figure 3.
Step 2) Context Reflector Generation: Two independent context reflectors are generated based on the
context-specificalions of the interfaces. The first
context refkctor identifies if context C-A1 becomes
true, while the second reflector checks if context
C-Bl becomes true. The input to both context
reflectors come from the underlying RCSM.
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Step 3) Assigning Initial Context-Sensitivity: The
period of context-detection process is initially set at
60 seconds for both devices. Using (6), the initial
delay parameters of both methods are:
DObJeCtA I - 6 seconds and DobJectB1
= lsecond.
Here, we assume the Cj parameters of the methods
are 5 and 3 respec:tively.In addition, the value of C,,,,
is 5 in both devictzs, and the values of P (qkI 77,)’s are
0.1 and 0.3 respectively.

Step 4) Runtimi: Change in Context-Sensitivity:
Consider Device A’s automobile moves along the
highway at a speed of 60 miles/hour. Since a Device
B is installed in every 0.2 miles, a context-match
event will occur in every 12 seconds. As specified
before, a single download takes 1.2 seconds and the
period of context-.detection process is 60 seconds. In
this case, Device A decreases the frequency of
context-detection process to approximately 12
seconds using the equation in (7).

6. Discussion
In this paper, we have presented an approach to
development of object-oriented distributed software
for ubiquitous computing environments. Specifically,
we have presented techniques for associating contextsensitivity with (object methods and deriving the
initial context-sensitivity of individual objects. In
addition, we have also discussed how the contextsensitivity can be easily changed at the context
reflector level without affecting application objects.
This
approach
utilizes a context-sensitive
middleware, such as our RCSM, to receive the
necessary system support. A benefit of our approach
is that except the CA-IDL specification, application
developers do not need to additional code to manage
the context-sensitivity. This results in simpler design
and rapid development time.
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